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Abstract—This paper describes or current work in progress as
part of the WS4D.org initiative. We state, that existing security
techniques such as (D)TLS can not form a comprehensive security
framework for large-scale distributed systems of highly resource-
constrained devices. Instead, we investigate on how to adapt
an existing, widely adopted and well proven framework for
distributed systems – the WS Security suite – to the demands of
resource-constrained devices. After implementing a prototype on
the basis of the Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) we plan
to transfer the developed architecture and concepts to CoAP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visions such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Pervasive Com-
puting (PC) or Ambient Intelligence (AI) – where every day
objects communicate with each other to enrich and simplify
our daily lives – raise a whole new set of security issues.
This particularly results from the use of critically resource-
constrained embedded computing devices. This in turn results
from the requirement for these objects to be as energy-saving
as possible. This becomes even more critical if one considers,
that there usually dozens or even hundreds of devices such
as networking fridges, A/Cs, toys, door bells, HiFi-Racks,
humidity-, noise- or temperature sensors and the like. In smart
office buildings this can even sum up to thousands or ten
thousands of devices.

Although developing comprehensive security architectures
for new technologies is usually expensive and security features
often increase device costs and decrease usability, it is widely
recognized that the aforementioned visions will never become
reality unless effective security mechanisms are applied (e.g.
[1]). To keep development costs low, designers usually tend
to leverage existing security techniques and protocols, even
if they are not perfectly suitable for the technology they are
adapted to.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
section II we describe existing, widely adopted security mech-
anisms that are often leveraged when designing new communi-
cation technologies and we explain why we state that they are
not suitable for large distributed systems of highly resource-
constrained devices. We present an alternative in section III

and describe our generic approach. Finally, we give a short
Outlook in section IV.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we briefly discuss existing, widely adopted
security mechanisms and techniques, that are often considered
or employed in communication technologies for the domains
of IoT, PC or AI. We basically distinguish between network
stack security which is provided by an operating system’s
network stack implementation or by means of libraries and
application layer security. Considering network stack security,
mechanisms can be considered on link layer, internet layer or
transport layer.

On link layer, we find techniques such as Wireless Protected
Access (WPA, WPA2) and equivalents for different wireless
technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 ([2]). The purpose of
encryption on link layer is to restore the degree of confiden-
tiality and authentication of wired connections. They usually
don’t offer fine-grained access control and key management is
very lax (every member uses the same key) or very complex
(every device must be manually provided with its own key).
Furthermore, security on link layer provides no end-to-end
security when messages have to be routed because it ends at
the boundaries of the local subnet.

To close this gap, designers created the protocol suite IPsec
when specifying IPv6, which is optionally also available for
IPv4. IPsec consists of two independent protocols. Authenti-
cation Header provides authenticity and integrity, the Encap-
sulated Security Payload additionally provides confidentiality.
Besides, IPsec can operate in one of two modes. The Transport
Mode provides security between two machines. In Tunnel
Mode a secure channel can be established between two local
networks, a local network and a single machine or between
two machines. Since IPsec secures traffic above Internet layer,
packets can be routed without every intermediary needing to
decrypt the data. However, IPsec is an extremely complex
protocol suite, which is very difficulty to configure and to



maintain ([3]). Besides, the complexity leads to solutions of
different vendors often not being interoperable ([4]).

An alternative to IPsec is the protocol Transport Layer
Security (TLS) ([5]) (formerly known as SSL). It resides above
transport layer and thus immediately below application layer. It
provides mutual authentication of two parties using public key
infrastructures and X.509 certificates though authentication of
client, server or both is optional1. TLS also encrypts traffic
and ensures its integrity. Since TLS is by far less complex
than IPsec, it is spread more widely. However, TLS depends
on TCP on transport layer. To provide an equally secure
channel using connectionless protocols, the protocol Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) was developed ([6]). In
contrast to TLS, DTLS relies on UDP.

A drawback the described protocols have in common, is that
they only solve single aspects and don’t form a comprehensive
security framework suitable for a large distributed system of
critically resource-constrained devices. Thus, we state that an
effective and comprehensive security architecture must be im-
plemented on application layer. This opinion is widely shared,
e.g. in [7], [8], [9] and [10]. Many researchers dedicated their
work to developing middlewares for the domains of IoT, PC,
AI and similar within the last few years. The result is a
plethora of different, non-interoperable security architectures.

III. APPROACH

To increase the degree of interoperability we want to
investigate, if it is possible to adjust an existing, widely
accepted and well-proven security framework for large-scale
distributed systems to the demands of resource-constrained
devices. Specifically, we chose the Web Service Security suite
(e.g. [11], [12], [13]) because it provides a comprehensive
security framework for large-scale distributed systems and be-
cause its base technology – Web Services – is already adapted
to the domain of embedded devices by means of DPWS ([14]).
The generic approach envisions to examine, how much of
the security-related functionality can be offloaded from every
client to a central powerful instance without endangering the
decentralized nature of the communication itself, so no single
point of failure is introduced.

However, DPWS is solely supposed to serve as an example
for any service-oriented communication technology. We state,
that if our approach can be successfully put into practice, it
can be transferred to every service-oriented architecture. This
way, there would be a common security related semantic in-
terface that can leverage secure inter-protocol communication
between e.g. CoAP, DPWS, Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc...

IV. OUTLOOK

The next step is to identify atomic tasks the WS Security
suite defines for every participating entity. Based on this
analysis, we can start our investigation on how many of theses
tasks can be offloaded to a central powerful instance. After
implementing a prototype for DPWS, the developed concept

1In practice, the server is authenticated by TLS while clients are authenti-
cated on a higher level by different means.

is supposed to be transfered to a different service-oriented
communication technology. Specifically, we plan to adapt our
results to CoAP.
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